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Skip navigation! One of the biggest PC game strengths is its flexibility, and that advantage shines bright when you mode your PC game. While console games remain limited to games and features delivered by developers, many PC games can be modified by the community to change almost any aspect of the experience. Mods can offer enhanced graphics,
bug fixes, fresh quests, you name them. The best PC modes can change the game completely—and sometimes start their entire new genre. This guide will teach you how to mode PC games, explain the various resources available to find and install modes, as well as how to manage your mode to avoid potential conflicts. Welcome to the next stage of your
adventure. Note: We'll start this article by explaining how to use the modes in PC games, but since this is a beginner's guide, we've also got why it's covered. The second page details the reasons you might want your PC game mode, along with screenshots and examples of some of the more popular modes available. How to modify PCBefore games we start,
be aware that many multiplayer games, including Grand Theft Auto Online, will ban you if joining an online session with modified files. (They are allowed in GTA V singles players though.) Other online games allow the use of quality of life mode such as graphic improvers, but ban game mode. Do your homework if you want to run the mode while playing
online! got it? Good. Let's dig in. PC modding games do not follow the universal process. The steps required vary the game for games and modes for mode. Generally, modding requires some kind of change to an existing game, such as tweaks to your .ini or replacing texture files completely. Some modes may require deeper setup, such as decompressing
the executable game, exchanging leaf in some very specific files, and then refracking them. Most modes will install instructions in their reading files or on their host site. Fortunately, some of the largest mode communities offer custom tools that greatly facilitate the installation process. In the best case, you just have to click the buttons and modification tools
do everything for you. Nexus Nexus Mode manager Mods Nexus worked smoothly with many games with a thriving renovation community. Nexus Mode Manager, which is still in open beta, works alongside popular Nexus Mode sites by operating file storage locations mode, download management, and many installation paths. For modes that support it, this
allows you to simply download and install from a single location instead of having to A bunch of different game folders to make sure all the pieces are in place. Brad Chacos/IDG Steam Management Workshop mode is easy on steam. It should come as a surprise that if you want to use Steam Workshop mode, you need to use Steam. The features of the
Workshop in Steam allow you to subscribe to the modes for games you have on the platform. Once you do, Steam will handle the installation section, then make sure your mode is updated automatically, just like break your game library. Not all steam games support Workshops, though. The Twitch Desktop App (previously Curse) Twitch Twitch Desktop App
has a handful of Twitch and community features, but recently, a feature of the mods app from the previous Curse app was launched into it. Just like Nexus Mode Manager, you can install modes through the app instead of dealing with each individual mode installation effort. Finding game modsfinding for games is an easy part. It picks and chooses the
specific mode you want that can be difficult. In any case, there are all kinds of websites and services that host modes for players to download and use. Here are some of the biggest repositoryes. Nexus ModsNexus Mode is one of the most popular mode hosting websites, mainly for Bethesda Gold Scrolls and fall games. Nexus sites are mainly community-
driven, with free hosting and mode distribution made by anyone. DBMod DB mode is one of the oldest distribution resource sites out there. It is commonly known as a popular host for older gaming modes (such as the original Half-Life) or being the main distributor of the very popular Doom Cruelty. In 2016, DB Mode acquired GameFront—which used to be
the largest mode hosting site in the world—after GameFront closed itself. Steam Workshop XCOM 2 Steam Workshop. If you haven't been able to guess, Steam Workshop is a source of mode hosting for games on the steam platform. Game developers can support Steam Workshops for their games, which then allow the community to create and change
games, while handling all mod hosting and sorting through Live Steam. Steam workshops make the modding die easy. Curse ModsCurse, recently acquired by Twitch, is a multimedia organization that holds various media centered games. Curse has been most popular for additional hosting for World of Warcraft and other MMOs. Bethesda Creation ClubAt
E3 2017, game producer Bethesda introduced the Bethesda Creation Club, a cured market for mode creators to be able to create and sell content for Fallout 4 and Skyrim Special Editions. You'll find the Baked Creation Club right inside the game. A paid mode idea may be a touch subject for some people, though. Certain source games Sith Lords Restored
Lords Sith Restored mode for Star Wars: DIRTY II. Some games and series have certain community sites where most of their modes come from. Popular modes from these sources can be reproduced elsewhere, but these specialized websites tend to be the main community for games. Here are some examples:On the other hand, some very useful modes
support a lot of different games. Two notable multi-game modes are which enhances graphics in many modern headers, and the the_bigg Wide Screen Mod, which adds much needed wide screen support for classic CRP's such as Planescape: Torment, Baldur's Gate, and Icewind Dale.Managing PC game modsSteam, Nexus Mod Manager, and Twitch
Desktop App App tools for managing your mods. They show you mods that you've installed, including the ability to enable or disable individual modes, and can help notify you when updates are available. That said, there are some mode management tools available that help in certain games. If your preferred game has enough mode, chances are someone
has developed a manager for them. Here are some popular ones: Bethesda's role play has been a modding favorite for many years now, and legions of mods are available all. Because of this, the modder also created several key management tools focused on Bethesda. Organizer of Tannin Mode Organizer. Once the preferred mode manager for Old Scroll
and modern fall games, Mode Organizers offers a lot of what Nexus Mode Manager can do with some additional features, such as being able to open the game data archive and save files for direct manipulation. Fun fact: Nexus Mods hires Tannin42, creator of Organizer Mode, to work on Nexus Mode Manager at the end of 2016.LOOT: The Burden of
ToolWhen Optimization Command you try to play with a large number of modes in modern Bethesda games, the order in which they load can be important. LOOT helps you organize your list of modes and load orders, saving time and energy needs to learn what most orders need to be yourself. In addition, LOOT can help show opportunities for optimization
in some modes, such as excess components or dirty edits that will only slow things down. Wrye BashThink is a manual version of LOOT, with some Organizer Mode of steroid features. Wrye Bash helps you get into the thick of things in terms of mode management by helping you access parts of the mode that may require cleaning or combining files. Now
that you've learned how to mode PC games, it's time to dig in on why you're going to mode a PC game. Next page: What are game modifications? Why you want PC game mode. Page 2 Modding is all about fine tuning games to suit your tastes, make changes and changes to the game based on whatever you (and the mod creators) see fit. You can change
something visual, you can change how your character gets power, or you can change the entire soundtrack of the game for a fan-made orchid version. Some people are selectors about lighting; others can change the difficulty of the game in a way that easy default to Hard Scale isn't quite fulfilling; and some may just patch some buggy parts for the benefit of
the gaming fan community. While specialized mods in the world will have some crossover, we'll break mode into four main categories: Content Technical Aesthetic Types of Technical Game Content modsAesthetics PC ModsAestheticsThes The most popular for the most popular modded games tends to be aesthetic modes that change the look and sound of
the game. For many, it's about making things more beautiful, more realistic, or to push their hardware a little further than the game can itself. Take Skyrim, one of the most recently modified games of all time, and see some mods. The most subscribed mode on the Skyrim Steam Workshop is a water retexture mode called Pure Waters by Laast. At
NexusMods, the most downloaded Skyrim mode is a high-resolution texture pack called Skyrim HD - 2K texture. Skyrim has so many amazing visual modes that it's easy to see why all kinds of games are looking for a new life through HD remakes. But pictures are worth a thousand words. Here's Skyrim running unprovoked, but with the Bethesda HD Texture
pack installed... Kevin Casper Vanilla Skyrim. ... and here's Skyrim with graphics mode installed: Tamriel Climate, Natural Grass Texture Floor, Pure Waters, Realistic Lighting Overhaul, ENB, RealVision ENB, Skyrim HD - 2K Texture, Static Mesh Enhancement Mode, Ultimate Skyrim Distance Repair LOD Improvement, and Fire Effects Click image to
enlarge Kevin Casper Modded Skyrim. Audio mode is only popular in a number of games, but they can do interesting things. Fall 3's GNR Enhanced adds a radio music-fitting theme and increases some ribbons in the Three Dogs script, DJ radio game. Other audio modes focus on quality, such as changing the sound of multiple weapons in the game for what
is considered more accurate, high-quality version. The sound of Towbie's Realistic Weapons for Fall 4 is a good example. But there is also the upside-down side to aesthetic mode, especially the visual ones. Some modes focus on reducing visual quality, to allow games to run better at lower hardware or simply increase the frame rate for a more butter taste.
Many competitive players reduce the quality of graphics enough so that important details are still visible, but the frame can be as high as hardware will allow it. If the game option doesn't quite cover what you need, you'll see something like the Torcher Texture Optimization Project for Fall 4. Spiffyskytrooper Spiffyskytrooper's Regrowth Overhaul mode adds
many more green to fallout 4 postapocalyptic waste. On this frame rate optimization note, we are increasingly dangerous close to what we call technical modding. Technical bugs and improving system compatibility are the main reasons for technical modification. Sure, it may feel like every classic game gets an HD remaster this week, but not all fan favorites
are very fortunate. A supportive modding community can help add an indispensable layer of modern polish. For example, Oysterrotic RPGs isometric legends—such as Baldur's Gate, Fallout, and Planescape Torment—are designed for a display ratio of 4:3 and resolution in the range of 640x480 through the range of 1024x768. Nowadays, most players run
16:9 ratio supporting 1920x1080 and higher resolution. Play games older on modern monitors causes ugly black bars surrounding pictures, or worse, visual stretching and distractions. To fix it, modes such as Screen the_bigg change how scalable games for higher resolution, although you may need to pair them install them something like the GhostDog
Aircraft: UI Torment Mode. GhostDog mode changes the UI and texts in classic games running on modern resolutions, so everything is visible, readable, and not wildly warmed. Here's how Planescape is: Torment looks to run the window at the default resolution on the 1440p display ... kevin Casper ... and here's Planescape: A tohut in the 1440p resolution
using the aforementioned duo mode. Big difference, eh? Mods Kevin CasperSome took aim at the player's found bug. Bethesda games are famous for their bugs (sometimes unpleasant), and many old Scroll modification guidelines begin by pointing to their squash community patches or solving hardware compatibility problems. Other games, such as the
Star Wars Knights of the Old Republic: The Sith Lords, may contain pending content, causing some strange dead ends in the game and storytelling. Communities have united together to solve them in different ways, such as Lord Sith's Restored Content Mode, which uses unused assets in the original game as well as the original efforts to effectively close the
loose end. But mode like this takes advantage of the game and its game content, so let's move on! GameplayGameplay mode changes the way you play games, covering aspects such as scaling difficulty, character development systems, control schemes, adding or removing certain mechanics, or even the interface changes. The perfect example of a mode
that changes adversity is Brutal Doom. This mode for previous Doom games—not the 2016 edition—effectively penetrates everything up to 11 by adding a ton of enemies and giving new tactics. (It's also very extending the gore and destruction that Doom is famous for.) The first Dark Soul Game on PC uses a kind of emulation to effectively translate
keyboards and mouse into controller action, and generally has no control options. The resulting frustration led to the creation of Dark Souls Mouse Fix modes and current stings, the Dark Soul Input Adapter. This mode distants emulation and adds raw mouse input, mouse acceleration and sensitivity settings, and key mapping. This control mode not only
provides options for PC purists, but also opportunities for disabled players who rely on custom hardware and button mapping to get their game. Many game modes can complement each other that provides a fresh experience to the game. Grim Dawn, an RPG action by Crate Entertainment, has a popular mode compilation called DAIL that combines a bunch
of game modes into one. DIAL can adjust the number of enemies laying eggs in the game for a wide selection of new difficulties; it triples the amount of class trees for your character; and includes additional types of games rift system reflects Diablo 3 or Horde War Gear Mod... which brings us to the final mod category. ContentSometimes, you just need
more. The game is either so good, or lost enough, that one feels the need to add more. Mod content tends to be a combination of previous categories plus plus components that add something new to the game. Mods such as the a mentioned previously mentioned The Sith Lords Restored Content and Minecraft's Tinker's Construct introduce all kinds of
content, from search to equipment, which was not before this in the game. Additions have their own visuals, sounds, and game changes all combined. They are basically an unanes official development. Kevin Casper Minecraft with ftb beyond modpack installed. Some drastic mods both recover the entire game, and sometimes trigger new games and their
own genres. The League of Legends, DOTA, and the entire MOBA genre were born by an original Starcraft mod called Aeon of Strife. Counter-Strike started out as a Half Life mod. DayZ and battle royal games like PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds spring from the scene of Arma's custom. And you can look for full development, new puzzles, and more for old
roller games. This is a heavy duty mod. If you want to find out more about the content and mods of quantity exchange, check out the list of influential PCWorld 10 game mods that are really changing PC games. Bottom lineModding video games are a lot like playing a card game or a board game with house rules. While some people like to simply cross the
prison mechanics at Monopoly, others may want to pull out their favourite 40k warhammer figures to take over the board on behalf of the Emperor. Likewise, some players may want to replace the Skyrim dragon with Macho Man Randy Savage or Thomas Tank Engine. Anything is possible! Now you are armed with everything you need to know to start a
modding PC game. Have fun! Note: When you buy something after clicking on a link in our article, we may get a small commission. Read our allies' link base for more information. Granules.
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